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We report branching ratios between the ground and excited states of iodine atoms in the photodissociation of
sodium iodide. We employ wave packet propagation techniques to study the optimal production of polarized
iodine atoms and find experimentally realizable laser parameters to control the outcome. Application of a
learning algorithm shows that the product branching can be controlled by suitably varying the time delay, the
chirp, and the relative phase of the pump and control laser pulses. Periodic modulation of the polarized iodine
atom branching ratio as a function of the delay between the firing of the two ultrashort laser pulses provides
interesting insights into the photodissociation process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Active control and manipulation of atomic and molecular
transitions have been at the forefront of research in physics
over the last couple of decades. The invention of stable ul-
trashort laser pulses and techniques for laser cooling and
magnetic trapping of atoms has led to major discoveries in
science: the macroscopically coherent atomic and molecular
matter and the Bose-Einstein condensatef1–3g, and real-time
processing of biological macromolecules being a few ex-
amples. The nearly still motion of atoms in a Bose-Einstein
condensate provides unprecedented opportunities for per-
forming ultrahigh-resolution spectroscopy of atoms and mol-
eculesf4g, while the stability of ultrashort laser pulsesf5–9g
enables real-time viewing of the intricate processes within a
complex molecule. In the realm of molecular spectroscopy,
quantum control of transitions is now routinely possible and
optimized techniques for achieving the desired outcome are
available.

Diatomic molecules have been prototypes for the study of
quantum control in both time and frequency domains
f10–14g. Sodium iodidesNaId is a classical example of such
a diatomic molecule and femtosecond pump-probe studies of
this system by Zewail and co-workersf15–20g have provided
considerable insights into the dissociation dynamics. For so-
dium iodide, all available calculations of quantum control
have treated the molecule as a two-level systemf21–31g with
the lowest excited 21S+ covalent potential curve and the
bound ionicX 1S+ potential curve crossing at an internuclear
separation of about 13a0. This is a typical scenario with
alkali-metal halidesf32g and the crossing arises because the
energy required to dissociate the molecules into ions is larger
than that required to separate them into neutral atoms. How-
ever, an accurate treatment of the photodissociation dynam-
ics of NaI should include both the ground and excited spin-
orbit states of the iodine atom as neutral dissociation
channels as well as the ion-pair formation channel.

Recently,ab initio potential energy curves, spin-orbit cou-
pling matrices, and transition and permanent dipole matrix
elements for the low-lying electronic states of NaI have been
computed and photodissociation dynamics of NaI employing
these potential curves has been reportedf33g. It was found
that the substantial energy differences0.942 eVd between the
ground Is2P3/2d and the excited Is2P1/2d atoms quantitatively
changes the behavior of the potential curves near the cross-
ing region. In particular, the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling
led to a second crossing between the ionic curve and cova-
lent curve separating to the Na+Is2P1/2d fragments at an in-
ternuclear separation of 23.7a0.

In this paper, we report time-dependent wave packet cal-
culations of the photodissociation process with the aim of
controlling the branching ratio between the grounds2P3/2d
and the first exciteds2P1/2d states of the iodine atom and the
I−s1Sd and Na+s2Pd ion pairs. We use previously reported
f33g diabatic potential energy curves and coupling matrix
elements and investigate the wave packet evolution on three
coupled potential energy curves in the presence of two ul-
trashort laser pulses—a pump and a control pulse. This ap-
proach bears resemblance to the Rice-Tannor control scheme
in which an initial pump pulse transfers amplitude from the
ground state to an excited state and a second pump pulse
transfers amplitude in the opposite direction, and thereby
modifies the branching ratio between the two product chan-
nelsf14g. We use a learning algorithm to optimize a subset of
laser parameters and obtain optimal pulses to control the
branching ratio.

By tuning the laser parameters, the learning algorithm cal-
culates the best experimentally realizable scenarios for con-
trolling the production of polarized iodine atoms. Addition-
ally, we find modulation of the branching ratio as a function
of the time delay with a characteristic period of about one
picosecond. We show that photodissociation of NaI could be
a useful source of polarized iodine atoms. In a recent study, it
has been shown that the production of polarized atoms in
photodissociation leads to distinct angular momentum distri-
butions of ground state and excited state cofragmentsf34g.*Electronic address: bhadjiho@cfa.harvard.edu
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II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Electronic potentials

The potential curves relevant to the present study are the
V=0+ adiabatic potential curves, whereV= uL+Su, and L
and S are, respectively, the components of the total orbital
and spin angular momenta of the electrons along the internu-
clear axis. The three lowestV=0+ states are the ground ionic
stateX0+ and the two covalent statesA0+ and B0+ which
dissociate, respectively, to the Na+Is2P3/2d and Na+Is2P1/2d
atomic limits. The ionic stateX0+ breaks up into Na+s2Pd and
I−s1Sd ions. The 0+ potential curves are shown in Fig. 1. It is
seen that the asymptotic spin-orbit splitting of Is2P3/2d and
Is2P1/2d atoms is correctly reproduced by theab initio calcu-
lations. More details of theab initio potentials, including
radial dependence of the dipole and spin-orbit coupling ma-
trix elements, are given in our earlier workf33g.

In the present study, we use the diabatic representation in
which the kinetic energy operator for the nuclear motion is
diagonal. In this representation, the couplings are restricted
to the off-diagonal elements of the potential energy matrix
and it is more convenient for numerical calculations. The
details of the adiabatic to diabatic transformation are dis-
cussed in Ref.f33g.

B. Wave packet propagation

The Schrödinger equation in the diabatic representation
for the three-channel problem can be written as

i"
]CsR,td

]t
= HdCsR,td=F−

"2

2m
I

d2

dR2 + VdGCsR,td s1d

wherem=35 357 a.u. is the reduced mass of the molecule,I
is the 333 unity matrix, andC is a three-component vector,
each component representing the part of the wave function
on the electronic statesX0+, A0+, andB0+. It should be em-
phasized that in the diabatic representation the potential ma-
trix Vd is nondiagonal and carries the nonadiabatic couplings
as off-diagonal elements. The coupled-channel equations are

solved using the split-operator methodf35,36g which em-
ploys a symmetric splitting of the kinetic and potential en-
ergy operators. We have previously applied this approach to
compute photoabsorption spectra of LiFf32g, NaI f33g, and
HI f37g. For LiF we have demonstrated the accuracy by com-
paring with results obtained from time-independent quantum
calculations while for NaI excellent agreement was obtained
with experimentally derived pump-probe signals. For the
photodissociation of HIf37g, quantitative agreement was ob-
tained with measured values of photoabsorption cross sec-
tions.

In the diabatic representation, the wave packets are initial-
ized as

c1sR,t = 0d = fv9 j9sRd,

c2sR,t = 0d = 0,

c3sR,t = 0d = 0, s2d

wherefv9 j9sRd is a rovibrational eigenfunction of the ionic
potential corresponding to vibrational and rotational quan-
tum numbersv9 and j9. A grid of 2048 points with 3.0a0
øRø50.0a0 is used to represent the wave functions on the
three potential curves.

The probability flux in each channeli is given by

Jistd =
"

m
ImFcisR,td

]cisR,td
]R

G
R=Rf

s3d

where i P h1,2,3j corresponds to Na++I−, Na+Is2P3/2d, and
Na+Is2P1/2d products, respectively, andRf is the location of
the flux calculation. An absorbing potential is placed at in-
ternuclear separationsRù45.0a0 to avoid wave packet re-
flection from the grid boundaries. The probability in each
dissociative channel is obtained by integrating the corre-
sponding flux over the time intervalf0,Tg in which it is
recorded. For example, the probabilities to find ground and
excited state iodine atoms are given by

psId = p =E
0

T

J2stddt, s4ad

psI*d = p* =E
0

T

J3stddt. s4bd

We use a two-pulse scheme to control the branching ratio for
the production of excited vs ground state iodine atoms,p* /p,
or simply I* / I. The two Gaussian-shaped laser pulses, the
first being the pump and the second the control pulse, are
given by

E1std = Ê1expS−
1

2
F st − t1d

t1
G2Dcossv1td,

FIG. 1. Adiabatic and diabatic potentials obtained by including
spin-orbit coupling. The adiabatic potential curves are denoted by
symbols and solid lines:X0+ scirclesd; A0+ ssquaresd; B0+ stri-
anglesd. The corresponding diabatic potential curves are denoted by
the broken lines: ionicsdotted curved; ground covalent statesdashed
curved; excited covalent statesdash-dotted curved.
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E2std = Ê2expS−
1

2
F st − t2d

t2
G2Dcosfv2t + a2st − t2d2 + fg,

s5d

wherea2 is a linear chirp for the second laser, andf is the
relative phase between the two laser pulses. Chirped pulses
have varying central frequency and longer duration com-
pared to unchirped pulses. In the presence of the laser pulses,
the full diabatic Hamiltonian takes the form

H full
d std

= 5H11
d − D11

d sRdE1std H12
d H13

d

H21
d H22

d H23
d − D23E2std

H31
d H32

d − D23E2std H33
d 6 .

s6d

In the above expression,D11
d sRd is the strongly

R-dependent dipole matrix element for optical transitions in
the diabatic ionicX0+ channel, and we have taken the tran-
sition dipole matrix elementD23 to be weakly dependent on
the internuclear separation and equal to unity. The pump-
control scheme can be used effectively to control the branch-
ing ratio I* / I if certain parameters of the pulses are suitably
chosen. The implementation of a genetic algorithm yields
optimal pulses from a subset of laser parameters which mini-
mize or maximize the production of excited iodine.

C. Genetic algorithm

The learning algorithm we use is a so-called genetic algo-
rithm sGAd. Genetic algorithms are inspired by selection
mechanisms which occur in naturef38,39g. A genetic algo-
rithm is an iterative procedure that maintains a population of
candidate solutions, which are also called structures, to the
objective or fitness functionfsxd. The procedure employs
stochastics to guide a highly exploitative search. In our case,
fsxd=I* / I is the branching ratio between the excited and the
ground state iodine atoms, andx=std,f ,a2d is a triplet con-
taining a subset of laser parameters which are subject to op-
timization. The parametertd= t2− t1 is the time delay between
the firings of the two laser pulses with relative phasef, and
a2 is a linear chirp factor for the second laser—all other
pulse parameters in Eq.s5d are fixed. We keep the intensities

low at Ê1=Ê2=2.57 GV/m to avoid multiphoton effects; the
first laser is fired att1=150 fs and the width of the pulses are
fixed att1=t2=50 fs. The set of all possible tripletsx defines
the parameter spaceG. The GA encodes the tripletsx inter-
nally into a string, which can be, e.g., a sequence of 0’s and
1’s or simply a real number. It explores the parameter space
G using the wave packet calculation described above. The
GA starts out with a random population of different laser
parameters sets

P0 = sx1,x2, . . . ,xnd, s7d

and runs the wave packet calculation with these parameters
to obtain a fitness value for each pulse,

fsP0d = „fsx1d, fsx2d, . . . ,fsxnd…. s8d

In the next step, a new population is formed based on the
outcome of Eq.s8d. Three operators are applied to create a
new generation

Pi+1 = sM + C + RdPi s9d

whereR, C, andM are, respectively, the reproduction, the
crossover, and the mutation operators. The reproduction op-
erator will randomly copy the individual elements inPi
weighing them only according to their fitness function value
fsxd obtained in Eq.s8d, which means that structures with
higher fitness are more likely to be copied into the new set.
Through the next step, crossover, variations are introduced
into the new generation in order to explore other points in the
parameter spaceG than already present in the current popu-
lation. Our crossover rate was set to 0.6, which meant that
about 60% of the encoded information in the string was in-
terchanged between the members of the population to create
a new generation. The last operator, mutation, plays a sec-
ondary role in simple GAs. It introduces new search points in
G at random, but at a small rate.

The genetic algorithm code we employed to optimize the
subset of laser parameters is freely availablef40g. We modi-
fied the algorithm so as to be able to run in a multiprocessor
environment. A wave packet propagation time ofT<17 ps
translates into approximately 1.5 h computation time for
each trial, i.e., an evaluation of a structure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We tuned the first laser at a wavelength ofl=320 nm,
which is right at the maximum of the partial photoabsorption
cross section of the ground covalents2P3/2d state. This
amounts to transferring amplitude from the ionic ground
state to the covalent one and leads to the production of iodine
atoms in the ground state. In Fig. 2, we show the integrated
probability flux on the lower and upper excited states as a
function of integration time. In these calculations only the
first laser is turned on. It is seen that the dominant product is

FIG. 2. Dissociation probability vs time: probability fluxJ2

sdashed lined, corresponding to the production of Is2P3/2d; probabil-
ity flux J3 sdash-dotted lined, corresponding to the production of
Is2P1/2d. The ion-pair formationssolid lined is nearly zero.
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the ground state iodine atom and that the fitness function
fsxd=fI* / Ig is very small, I* / I <0.043 after a propagation
time of T=17 ps.

It is possible to change the branching ratio quite substan-
tially by switching on the second laser pulse with suitably
chosen parameters. This is facilitated by the GA which maxi-
mizes the fitness functionfsxd and yields significantly more
iodine atoms in the excited state than the ground state. The
results are shown in Fig. 3. Approximately 80 generations
were evaluated with a size ofn=50 structures in each one.
After only 20 generation cycles, the GA converges to a very
stable value forfsxd and therefore has found a subspace in
the parameter space favoring high values of I* / I.

In Figs. 4sad–4scd we show the distribution of time delay,
chirp, and phase values of the 50 fittest structures resulting
from the GA. Most of the time delay values bunch up at
short times and also at around 1.1–1.3 ps. For the laser chirp
only two values, ±3.2310−6 s−2, are found while a broader
distribution is obtained forf with a slight preference forf
,0.8p. These distributions lead to an important question:
what can we actually learn about the physics of the system
from the application of the learning algorithm? To see the
significance of the distributions, we took the best pulse re-
sulting from the GA, x* =std

* ,a2
* ,f*d=s118 fs,−3.2

310−6 s−2,4 /15pd and sliced the parameter space from this
point off along the axes.

In Fig. 5 we show the I* / I branching ratio as a function of
the time delaytd. It exhibits a pronounced periodic behavior
with peaks separated by 1.1–1.3 ps coinciding with the pe-
riod of oscillation of the wave packet on theA0+ statef33g.
As shown in Fig. 2 the excited state product is formed in the
first passage of the wave packet through the second crossing
in approximately 800 fs. On the other hand, the ground state
product probability shows a stepwise buildupssee Fig. 2d
through bursts in the probability fluxJ1std, separated by
about 1.3 ps—the vibrational period of the wave packet on
the A0+ potentialf33g. The recurring peaks in the branching
ratio as a function of the time delay between the pump and
control laser pulses are due to the dispersion of the wave
packet in the ground ionic andA0+ covalent states and the
nonadiabatic coupling between these two electronic states.
Even though the wave packet was initially prepared in the
ground ionic state, amplitude is constantly transferred to the

ground and excited covalent states through the nonadiabatic
couplings. The second laser transfers amplitude between the
two covalent states. When the time between the firings of the
two laser pulses commensurate with the time required for the
wave packet to make a round trip in theA0+ covalent poten-
tial curve, the branching ratio of the excited to ground iodine
atoms maximizes and population is efficiently transferred
from the ground covalent state to the excited covalent state,
thus contributing to a peak in Fig. 5.

The dispersion of the wave packet is illustrated in Figs.
6sad–6sdd, where we show snapshots of the time evolution of
the wave packets on the diabatic curves with the second laser
turned off. Fortø300 fs, the ground state wave packet is
excited by the first laser on theX0+ curve. Almost instantly,
this excited wave packet is distributed onto theA0+ andB0+

covalent curves due to the diabatic couplingsfFig. 6sadg. As
the wave packets move outward and approach the crossings,
parts of them are transferred to the ionic curvefFig. 6sbdg.
The remaining parts dissociate after passing the region of the

FIG. 3. The ratio of excited to ground state iodine atomssfitness
functiond as a function of the number of generations in the genetic
algorithm.

FIG. 4. Distributions of the time delaystdd, chirp phasesa2d,
and phasesfd of the 50 best structures obtained by the GA.
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crossings between the ionic and covalent curves yielding
Is2P3/2d and Is2P1/2d atoms. Because of the flat shape of the
B0+ potential near its crossing with the ionic curve and the
small values of the diabatic couplings between the two po-
tentials in the vicinity of the crossing, almost all of the wave
packet on theB0+ potential undergoes direct dissociation
yielding iodine atoms in the excited state. This explains why
the I* product is formed in a single burst. Large parts of the
A0+ wave packet, however, are transferred back to the ionic
channel on the way outfFig. 6sbdg. This part is then reflected
on the outer turning point of theX0+ curve and on its way
inward is again transferred onto theA0+ potentialfFig. 6scdg,
starting a new cycle of wave packet motionfFig. 6sddg. This
oscillatory transfer of amplitude between the ionicX0+ and
the covalentA0+ curve explains the leaking of the Is2P3/2d
wave packet with a period of about 1.3 ps and hence the
stepwise buildup of the dissociation probabilitysFig. 2d. This
periodic exchange of amplitude and the ensuing dynamics is
also reflected in the results of the GA. Every time the ionic
wave packet is transferred to theA0+ potential on its inward
motion, the second laser will take it to the excited covalent
channel, thus increasing the yield of I* atoms. In this sense,
the second laser is probing amplitude in theA0+ channel.
sAnimations illustrating these oscillations can be found here
f41g.d

The periodic peaks in the time-delay spectrumsFig. 5d
show shoulders to the left of the maxima in the branching
ratio. These shoulders are due to the difference in the wave
packet oscillation periods in theX0+ and A0+ curves. The
part of the ionic wave packet which has not leaked to the
covalent channel gets reflected from the inner turning point
about 200 fs prior to the covalent wave packet on theA0+

potential. As the ionic wave packet traverses the crossing,
part of it is transferred to theA0+ curve, just ahead of the
arrival of the slower-movingA0+ covalent wave packet.
Thus, for a brief period of time, there is a buildup of ampli-
tude on theA0+ potential. The second laser transfers this
amplitude onto theB0+ potential which yields I* and hence
the peaks to the right of the shoulder peaks in Fig. 5. The
peak amplitudes decay with time delay as more and more of
the wave packet is dissociated and the shoulder becomes less
prominent. The interesting aspect of the dynamics is that the
GA captures the “essence” of the wave packet evolution and
without specific knowledge of the system it is able to fire the
second laser at appropriate moments.

Next, we shall discuss the effect of laser chirp. The dis-
tribution of the chirp values in Fig. 4sbd finds a prominent
peak at a small value of abouta2=−3.2310−6 s−2. The de-
pendence of the branching ratio on laser chirp is shown in
Fig. 7sad for td=118 fs andf=4/15p. It is seen that peak
values of I* / I are associated with chirp values close toa2

* .
Interestingly enough, a zero chirp produces the smallest
value of I* / I in the range displayed. There is also a smaller
peak on the positive chirp axis, but the learning algorithm
hangs in on the largest ratio. It should be noted that in a
different slice along the chirp axis at another value oftd s

FIG. 5. I* / I branching ratio as a function of the time delay with
all other parameters fixed. The best pulsex* serves as the origin.
Inset: I and I* dissociation probabilities as functions of the time
delay: ground Is3P3/2d channel ssolid lined and excited Is3P1/2d
channelsdashed lined.

FIG. 6. Snapshots of the wave packets on the three diabatic
curves at different time intervals: ground ionicsdashed lined;
ground covalentssolid lined; and excited covalentsdash-dotted
lined.

FIG. 7. I* / I branching ratio as a function of the laser chirpsad
and the relative phasesbd with all other parameters fixed. The best
pulsex* serves as the origin.
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<1.2 psd, for which the I* / I ratio is reasonably high as well,
the behavior in Fig. 7sad near the optimal chirp value re-
verses and the chirp producing the largest I* / I is a small, but
positive value. Clearly, it is evident that small chirping of the
laser pulse profoundly affects the I* / I ratio and an unchirped
pulse is ineffective in enhancing I* production.

The distribution of the 50 best phase values found by the
GA fsee Fig. 4scdg suggests that I* / I is a periodic function of
the phasef. To see the importance of this parameter and to
corroborate our assumption, we sliced through the parameter
space along the periodic phase axis. The results are shown in
Fig. 7sbd and it depicts a periodic behavior of the branching
ratio as a function off, implying that coherent control of I*

production is possible. However, the amplitude of the oscil-
lation is small, indicating that the phase is not as important a
parameter as the time delay or the chirp.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The dynamical behavior of NaI photodissociation using a
two-laser pump-control scheme is investigated and the
branching ratio for the excited to ground state iodine atom
production is calculated as a function of the time delay be-
tween the pump and control pulses. A learning algorithm is
implemented to explore the laser parameter space to find
optimal and experimentally realizable parametersstime de-
lay, chirp, and phased that would maximize the I* / I branch-

ing ratio. Our calculations show that without having prior
specific knowledge of the wave packet dynamics, the learn-
ing algorithm is able to tailor a control laser pulse to yield
maximum value for the I* / I branching ratio.

The control scheme employed here is similar to the
Tannor-Rice scheme, and it uses suitable time delays be-
tween the pump and control laser pulses to control nuclear
motion on the different potential curves. The calculation also
revealed an interesting and experimentally important fact:
the laser chirp, however small, has a significant effect on I*

production—the I* / I branching ratio increases by more than
an order of magnitude with a chirped pulse. The phase as a
coherent control parameter is found to have a relatively
small, but periodic effect on the I* / I ratio, revealing that the
output channel can be controlled by constructive and de-
structive interferences between wave packets propagating on
different potential curves.
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